
Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi ModelV�eronique Gervais and Roland MassonInstitut Fran�ais du P�etrole 1 et 4 av. de Bois Pr�eau 92852 Rueil MalmaisonCedex, Frane. email : roland.masson�ifp.frAbstrat. Amulti-lithology di�usive stratigraphi model is onsidered whih simu-lates at large sales in spae and time the in�ll of sedimentary basins governed by theinteration between tetonis displaements, eustatis variations, sediments supplyand sediments transport laws. The model aounts for the mass onservation of eahsediment lithology resulting in a mixed paraboli, hyperboli system of PDEs forthe lithology onentrations and the sediments thikness. It also takes into aounta limit on the rok alteration veloity modelled as a unilaterality onstraint. Toobtain a robust, fast and aurate simulation, fully and semi-impliit �nite volumedisretization shemes are derived for whih the existene of stable solutions isproved. Then, the set of nonlinear equations is solved using a Newton algorithmadapted to the unilaterality onstraint, and preonditioning strategies are de�nedfor the solution of the linear system at eah Newton iteration. They are based on analgebrai approximate deoupling of the sediments thikness and the onentrationsvariables as well as on a proper preonditioning of eah variable. These algorithmsare studied and ompared in terms of robustness, salability and eÆieny on tworeal basin test ases.Keywords: stratigraphi modelling, �nite volume method, stability analysis, uni-laterality onstraint, Newton algorithm, linear iterative solver, blok preonditioner,algebrai multigrid 1. IntrodutionMany resoures suh as water, energy (oil, gas), ore, are ontained insedimentary basins, the understanding of whih is a major issue tooptimize the management of ground natural resoures, as well as ahallenge in terms of physial and numerial modelling.To determine the ground roks properties and geometry, geologistshave at their disposal two main types of �eld data. On the one hand,seismi data reord the reetions in the basin of mehanial wavesemitted at the ground surfae. These signals are proessed in order todetermine the position of the seismi reetors, de�ning the geometryof sediments layers at present time. On the other hand, well-log dataare obtained by measuring physial properties suh as radioativityor resistivity within a given well, whih are interpreted in terms ofsedimentology properties of the sediments rossed by the well.Using these �eld data, as well as bibliographial data, sedimen-tologists are able to build a geologial model of the basin desribing 2005 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Massonits in�ll senario by sedimentation/erosion in order to haraterizethe sedimentary faies of the suessive sediments layers, in terms ofpaleo-bathymetry, depositional environment, omposition of the sedi-ments, grain sizes, porosity, ... Suh models are a starting point of oilexploration studies.However, �eld data are very expensive and loal in spae or time.A sequential stratigraphi numerial model appears as an eÆient toolto test several in�ll senarios with a limited amount of data, and tointerpolate the data, taking into aount the physial proesses involvedin the formation of sedimentary basins.We shall onsider in the following dynami slope models whih sim-ulate the in�ll of sedimentary basins at large sales in spae and time(tens to hundreds of kilometers, and ten thousand to ten million years)governed basially by the interation of three main proesses : �rst, thetetonis displaements and eustatis variations de�ning the availablespae for sedimentation in the basin (alled aommodation), seond,the sediments supply either at the boundary of the basin at riversentries or inside the basin by in situ prodution of sediments, andthird, the sediments transport laws in ontinental, uvial, or marineenvironments.We onsider in this artile a sedimentary basin in whih sedimentsare modelled as a mixture of several lithologies i = 1; : : : ; L harater-ized by di�erent grain size populations. The sur�ial transport proessis a multi-lithology di�usive model introdued in (Rivenaes, 1992) andextended in (Granjeon, 1997), (Granjeon and Joseph, 1999) to takeinto aount arbonate prodution soure terms, and the oupling withthe water disharge. The mathematial formalization of this model hasbeen rigorously de�ned in (Eymard and al, 2004). Basialy, the modelassumes that the uxes are proportional to the slope of the topographyand to a lithology fration si of the sediments at the surfae of the basin,with depth-dependent and lithology dependent di�usion oeÆients.Then, the model aounts for the mass onservation of eah lithologyin the basin. In order to take into aount the dissymmetry betweensedimentation and erosion, the limited availability in erodible sedimentsat the surfae of the basin is modelled by a onstraint on the erosionrate, as introdued by (Granjeon and Joseph, 1999), whih measuresthe rok alteration veloity or weathering rate. The oupling of thisonstraint with the onservation equations, de�ned in (Eymard and al,2004), uses an additional ux limiter variable and a losure equationwhih takes the form of a unilaterality onstraint.Most of the parameters of a stratigraphi model, e.g. the di�usionoeÆients, the sediments supply, and the tetonis and eustatis vari-
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 3ations, need to be �tted on the seismi and well log data using aninversion proedure involving many simulations with a wide range ofparameters. Suh a alibration requires a fast and robust omputationode in order to arry out eÆiently a stratigraphi modelling study.The objetive of this artile is to de�ne the numerial methods,ranging from time and spae disretization shemes to nonlinear andpreonditioned iterative linear solvers of the disrete systems, in or-der to provide an eÆient solution to the multi-lithology stratigraphimodel de�ned in (Granjeon, 1997), (Granjeon and Joseph, 1999), and(Eymard and al, 2004). The fully impliit �nite volume disretizationintrodued in (Eymard and al, 2004) is realled in setion 3.1. It isproved to be unonditionally stable and to preserve the physial boundsof the model suh as the positivity of the onentrations and the uxlimiter. This sheme is designed to apture aurately the nonlineartransitions between the di�erent transport laws governing the physisof a sedimentary basin.In order to redue the nonlinearity of the disrete equations andprovide a more robust nonlinear solver, a semi-impliit sheme is alsopresented in setion 3.2, based on a deoupled diret solution of the uxlimiter, using a sort of the ells in dereasing topographial order. How-ever, the signi�ant gain obtained in term of nonlinear onvergene isbalaned by a loss of auray of the solution at the transition betweenonstrained ontinental erosion and marine erosion.The disrete nonlinear systems are solved using a Newton algorithmdesribed in setion 4.1 whih is adapted to the unilaterality onstraintin the ase of the fully impliit sheme. Then, we are left with thesolution at eah Newton iteration of a non-symmetri, ill onditionedsparse linear system for whih a preonditioned iterative linear solveris used.If there exists many eÆient preonditioning methods for salarPDEs, the preonditioning of systems of PDEs oupling variables ofmixed types is still a wide open �eld of researh. The solution proposedin setion 4.3 is based on three main ideas: an algebrai deouplingof the sediments thikness, ux limiter and onentrations variables,whih is an adaptation to our problem of the strategy used in (Be-hie and Vinsome, 1982), (Edwards, 1998), (Laroix and al, 2001) and(Sheihl and al, 2002) for multiphase Dary ows, a diret solve ofthe onentrations bloks by one Gauss Seidel sweep with the variablessorted by dereasing topographial order, and an algebrai multigridpreonditioner of the sediments thikness blok.These algorithms will be shown on two real test ases (setion 5) toprovide an eÆient, robust, and salable simulation ode with respetto the size of the mesh and the jumps of the di�usion oeÆients.
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4 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Masson2. Mathematial modelIn this setion, the stratigraphi model de�ned in (Eymard and al,2004) is realled and ompleted to take into aount the vertial te-tonis displaements. It desribes the in�ll of sedimentary basins, atlarge sales in spae and time, governed by the interation betweenthe three main proesses involved in the evolution of the basin : thehange in aommodation spae (vertial tetonis displaements, sealevel variations), the sediment supply, and the sediments transport inthe basin. The vertial ompation of the sediments and the in situprodution of sediments, e.g. from oral reefs, will not be desribed inthe following for the sake of oniseness, but all the results presentedhere extend with minor adaptations.The model will be �rst desribed in the single lithology ase insetion 2.1, and then extended to several lithologies in setion 2.2.2.1. Single lithology stratigraphi model under maximumerosion rate onstraintLet us denote by 
 � Rd , d = 1 or 2, the horizontal extension ofthe basin (see �gure 1-(a)) onsidered as a �xed domain of boundary�
, let n be the unit normal outward vetor to �
 and T > 0 be agiven time. The single lithology sedimentary basin model desribes theevolution of the sediments layer thikness, denoted by h, funtion ofx 2 
 and time t 2 (0; T ), given the following data :- the vertial oordinate z = H(x; t) of the base level of the basin, withtime variations due to the tetonis displaements assumed to be onlyvertial; then, z = h(x; t) + H(x; t), x 2 
 represents the topographyof the basin for eah time t.- the sea level z = Hm(t); in the following, we shall denote by b(x; t) :=Hm(t) � (h + H)(x; t) the bathymetry at the surfae of the basin for(x; t) 2 
� (0; T ).- the sediment supply at the boundary of the basin.It is known in landsape morphology that, at large sales in time andspae, sediments sur�ial uxes proportional to the slope of the topog-raphy well desribe the evolution of a basin geometry. This leads to thede�nition of the di�usive ux fd = �kr(h + H) = krb, with k > 0the di�usion oeÆient of the sediments measuring their apability tobe transported by gravity. This oeÆient is modelled by a nonlinearfuntion of the bathymetry usually taken as :k(b) = � km if b � 0;k otherwise;
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 5
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(a) Single lithology ase (b) Multi-lithology aseFigure 1. Sedimentary basinin order to distinguish between the transport of sediments in ma-rine (b � 0) and ontinental (b < 0) environments. Then, the modelaounts for the mass onservation of the sediments, assumed for sim-pliity to be of onstant density and null porosity :8<: �th�� (b) = 0 on 
� (0; T );�r (b) � n = ' on �
� (0; T );hjt=0 = h0 on 
; (1)with  (b) = � R b0 k(u) du, h0 the initial sediments thikness, and ' thesediments ux at the boundary of the basin.As explained e.g. in (Anderson and Humphrey, 1989), equation (1)does not take into aount the dissymmetry between erosion and sed-imentation. Atually, one an distinguish a lower layer omposed ofnon erodible sedimentary roks and a sur�ial layer of erodible sedi-ments. This limited availability in erodible sediments is modelled by aonstraint on the erosion rate as introdued by (Granjeon and Joseph,1999) : �th � �E with E � 0 the maximum erosion rate, measuringthe weathering rate or the rok alteration veloity as a funtion of thebathymetry, limate, humidity, ... In the following, E will be assumedto be a given funtion of x and t for simpliity.To ouple this onstraint with the di�usive model (1), a new variable� � 1 is introdued to limit the di�usive ux fd, leading to the de�nitionof the new sediments ux f = � fd. The losure of the model is obtainedby requiring that, if the onstraint �th > �E is satis�ed, � is takenequal to one; and if � < 1, the maximum erosion rate is reahed : �th :=�E. This is the de�nition of the following unilaterality onstraint :� (�th+E)(1 � �) = 0;(�th+E) � 0; (1� �) � 0 on 
� (0; T ): (2)
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6 V�eronique Gervais and Roland MassonLet (�e;�s) be a partition of �
 � (0; T ). An input ux 'e < 0 isimposed on �e, but only a maximum output ux 's � 0 an be �xedon �s sine it may have to be limited, by a unilaterality onstraint, tosatisfy the onstraint on the erosion rate. Finally, the single lithologymodel is the following :8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
�th+ div ���r (b)� = 0 on 
� (0; T );(�th+E)(1 � �) = 0 on 
� (0; T );(�th+E) � 0; (1� �) � 0 on 
� (0; T );f � n = 'e on �e;('s � f � n)(�th+E) = 0 on �s;('s � f � n) � 0; (�th+E) � 0 on �s;hjt=0 = h0 on 
: (3)

Let us note that this model an only be well-posed if � � 0. Thisstability property for � will be proved in the disrete ase, and theontinuous model has been studied in the ase of a given di�usive uxfd in (Eymard and Gallou�et, 2004).Let us illustrate the model on the example of a progradation of a one-dimensional Delta. In this test ase, the base level is onstant, the sealevel is dereasing, and an input ux is imposed at the left boundary ofthe basin. Figure 2 exhibits the topography of the basin at suessivetimes for (a) no onstraint on the erosion rate, and (b) a maximumerosion rate �xed to 2 m/My. In both ases, one an notie sharpslope disontinuities s at the shorelines due to the jump of the di�usionoeÆient. This ontrast of the di�usion oeÆient is explained by thehigh transport apaity in ontinental environment, whereas in marineenvironment the sediments are retained by the waves. On �gure (a),the high transport apaity in ontinental environment is not limitedresulting in a very at pro�le. By ontrast, on �gure (b), the sedimentserosion is onstrained by the maximum erosion rate whih leads to aontinental basin pro�le smoothly following the sea level derease.2.2. Extension to the multi-lithology aseThe sediments are modelled as a mixture of L lithologies harater-ized by their grain size population and onsidered as inompressiblematerials of onstant grain density and null porosity (no ompation).The basin sediments are desribed by their L onentrations i �0 in lithology i de�ned on the domain B = f(x; �; t) j (x; t) 2 
 �(0; T ); � 2 (�1; h(x; t))g (see �gure 1-(b)) and satisfying Pi=1:::L i =1. The sediments transported at the surfae of the basin, i.e. depositedin ase of sedimentation or passing through the surfae in ase of ero-
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(a) No onstraint on the erosion (b) Constraint on the erosionrate rate (E=2 m/Ma)Figure 2. Progradation of a Delta : evolution of the sediments thikness h during0.5 My (a) without onstraint on the erosion rate, and (b) with a onstraint on theerosion rate (E = 2 m/My). The di�usion oeÆient k is taken equal to 5:104 m2=yin ontinental environment and 103 m2=y in marine environment.sion, are desribed by their L surfae onentrations si � 0 de�ned on
� (0; T ) and also verifying Pi=1:::L si = 1.Sine the ompation is not onsidered, and sine the sedimentstransport only ours at the surfae of the basin, the omposition insidethe basin remains onstant : �ti = 0 on B. The evolution of i is onlygoverned by the boundary ondition at the top of the basin stating thatij�=h = si in ase of sedimentation (�th > 0). This yields8<: �ti = 0 on B;ij�=h = si on f(x; t) 2 
� (0; T ) j �th(x; t) > 0g;ijt=0 = 0i on f(x; �) jx 2 
; � 2 (�1; hjt=0(x))g;where 0i , i = 1; : : : ; L are the initial onentrations in the basin.These linear hyperboli equations are oupled to the onservationequations of eah lithology on the domain 
 � (0; T ) aounting forthe onservation of the lithology fration hi(x; t) = R h(x;t)0 i(x; �; t) d� :�thi + div fi = 0 on 
� (0; T ) with �thi = ij�=h �th sine �ti = 0 onB. The sur�ial transport model onsidered here is the multi-lithologydi�usive model introdued in (Rivenaes, 1992) for whih the ux inlithology i is taken proportional to the surfae onentration si witha di�usion oeÆient depending on the lithology i. Hene, the ux inlithology i is given by fi = �si � r i(b) with  i(b) = � R b0 ki(u) du,where ki(b) is usually modelled by a disontinuous funtion of thebathymetry as in the single lithology ase.The boundary onditions are set by a maximum total output ux's presribed on �s, and an input ux 'e on �e together with the
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8 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Massonfrations �e;i 2 [0; 1℄, i = 1; : : : ; L, suh that Pi=1:::L �e;i = 1. In thefollowing, we shall denote by 'e;i = �e;i 'e the input uxes on �e forall i = 1; : : : ; L.Finally, the multi-lithology di�usive model under maximum erosionrate onstraint is the following: for all i = 1; : : : ; L
Surfae: 8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ij�=h�th+ div ��si �r i(b)� = 0 on 
� (0; T );PLj=1sj = 1 on 
� (0; T );(�th+E)(1� �) = 0 on 
� (0; T );(�th+E) � 0; (1� �) � 0 on 
� (0; T );fi � n = 'e;i on �e;('s �PLj=1 fj � n)(�th+E) = 0 on �s;('s �PLj=1 fj � n) � 0; (�th+E) � 0 on �s;hjt=0 = h0 on 
: (4)
Basin: 8<: �ti = 0 on B;ij�=h = si on f(x; t) 2 
� (0; T ) j �th(x; t) > 0g;ijt=0 = 0i on f(x; �) jx 2 
; � 2 (�1; hjt=0(x))g: (5)In the ase of equal di�usion oeÆients for all the lithologies and noonstraint on the erosion rate, the existene of a unique weak solutionhas been proved for this system of PDEs (see (Eymard and al, 2004b)and (Gervais and Masson, 2004)).3. Finite volume disretization shemesOur aim is to de�ne a �nite volume disretization sheme for thestratigraphi model (4)-(5) that should preserve the physial bounds ofthe model (stability properties), and apture the nonlinear transitionsbetween the di�erent sediments transport laws within the basin (on-tinental di�usion/marine di�usion, unonstrained erosion/onstrainederosion, sedimentation/erosion).To get suh a disretization sheme, the partiularities of the modelhave to be taken into aount suh as the aumulation term ij�=h �thin whih the surfae onentration only appears in ase of sedimenta-tion, the unilaterality onstraint, and the sharp jumps of the di�usionoeÆients ki(b) at the shoreline.An impliit time integration of the sediments thikness is neessaryto get an unonditionally stable time disretization sheme. In orderto redue the nonlinearity of the disrete system, one ould omputethe di�usion oeÆients ki(b) using the bathymetry at the previoustime step. However, due to the large jumps of the di�usion oeÆientsat the shoreline, suh a disretization requires very small time steps
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 9to aurately solve the position of the shoreline. In order to aptureorretly this position, we shall rather use a time disretization ofr i(b) with  i(b) taken impliit.The ux limiter � is approximated using a ell entered variablewith an upstream evaluation at the edge between two neighboringells. Thanks to this upwinding, an approximation of the variable �an be omputed expliitly by indution over the ells sorted by de-reasing topographial order for a given approximation of the surfaeonentrations and sediments thikness variables (Proposition 1). Thisleads to the de�nition of a semi-impliit unonditionally stable sheme,deoupling the omputation of (h; si ) on the one hand, and � on theother hand. This sheme is robust but an lak auray sine theonstraint �th � �E is not neessarily satis�ed. Alternatively, an im-pliit integration of � is unonditionally stable and satis�es the physialbounds thanks to the upstream evaluation (see setion 3.1). It is moreaurate than the semi-impliit sheme, but the Newton algorithm usedto solve the disrete nonlinear system an lak robustness, espeiallyon �ne grids (see setion 4).Sine there is no time derivative of the surfae onentrations si , thisvariable has to be disretized impliitly. A deoupling of the (h; �) vari-ables and the si variable an be implemented de�ning an equation forthe mixture of lithologies to ompute (h; �). However, depending on thede�nition of the mixture equation, suh shemes will be either unstablewhen re�ning the time step, or will not preserve the mass onservationof the lithologies. Hene it will not be retained (see (Gervais, 2004)for details). An impliit time integration of the surfae onentrationswith an upstream evaluation at the edge between two neighboring ellsleads to an unonditionally stable disretization sheme satisfying thephysial bounds.The fully impliit sheme and the semi-impliit sheme will be pre-sented in setions 3.1 and 3.2 respetively, as well as existene andstability results for the solutions.3.1. Fully impliit disretization shemeThis sheme uses a ell-entered �nite volume method in spae and animpliit time integration of all the variables h, � and si , i = 1; : : : ; L.It has already been introdued in (Eymard and al, 2004) and will bebriey realled in setion 3.1.1. In paragraph 3.1.2, the existene of astable solution for this sheme will be proved and stability results willbe obtained in setion 3.1.3.
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10 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Masson3.1.1. Finite volume shemeIn the sequel, we shall onsider admissible �nite volume meshes of thedomain 
 aording to the following de�nition, introdued in (Eymardand al, 2000). They will be denoted by (K;�int;P).De�nition 1. (Admissible meshes) Let K be the set of open ontrolvolumes of 
, let P = (x�)�2K be a family of points of 
 suh thatx� 2 ��, and let �int be the set of interior edges � of the mesh suh thatthere exist �; �0 2 K, � 6= �0, with m(�� \ ��0) > 0, � = �� \ ��0 (denotedby �j�0), and m the Lebesgue measure of dimension d� 1. The triplet(K;�int;P) de�nes an admissible mesh i� the following properties aresatis�ed :(i) S�2K �� = �
,(ii) eah interior edge � 2 �int is inluded in an hyperplane of Rd ,(iii) for eah interior edge � = �j�0, one has x� 6= x�0 and the line x�x�0is orthogonal to �,(iv) for all � 2 K, there exists a subset �� of �int suh that �� n �
 =�� n (� [ �
) = [�2�� ��.In the sequel, j�j (resp. j�j) is the d-dimensional measure m(�) ofthe ell � (resp. the (d � 1)-dimensional measure m(�) of the edge� 2 �int), K� the set of neighboring ells of � (exluding �), T��0 = T�the transmissibility of the edge � = �j�0, de�ned by T��0 := j�jd(�;�0)with d(�; �0) the distane between the points x� and x�0 , and n��0 theunit normal vetor to � = �j�0 outward to �. We shall also denote byX(K) the set of real valued funtions on 
 whih are onstant overeah ontrol volume of the mesh.The time disretization is denoted by tn; n 2 N, suh that t0 = 0and �tn+1 = tn+1 � tn > 0. In the following, the supersript n, n 2 N,will be used to denote that the variables are onsidered at time tn.The fully impliit disretization of (4)-(5) has already been intro-dued in (Eymard and al, 2004). Let us just highlight two of its mainharateristis. First, the onservation equations (4) are integrated over� � (tn; tn+1), and the uxes at the edges of the ontrol volume �are approximated using all variables at time tn+1 and an upstreamevaluation of the surfae onentrations and the ux limiter �. Thishoie leads to the stability of the sheme (see Proposition 3). Seond,the approximation of the onentration i in the basin is, for eah ell
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 11�, the solution at time tn+1 of :8><>: �ti;�(�; t) = 0 for all t 2 (tn; tn+1); � 2 (�1; h�(t));i;�(h�(t); t) = s;n+1i;� if hn+1� > hn�;i;�(�; tn) = ni;�(�) for all � 2 (�1; hn�);with h�(t) = hn� + (t� tn)(hn+1� � hn�)=�tn+1, and the disretization ofthe aumulation term in (4) is taken equal to�hn+1i;� = Z hn+1�0 n+1i;� (�) d� � Z hn�0 ni;�(�) d�:For all ontrol volumes � 2 K, the following initial values are de�ned:1. h0� is the initial approximation of h in �,2. 0i;�(�), for all speies i, is the approximation of 0i on the ell �,de�ned for � 2 (�1; h0�), non negative and satisfyingPLi=1 0i;� = 1.The disretization of equations (4)-(5) within a given ontrol volume� 2 K between times tn and tn+1 is given by :Conservation of surfae sediments:�hn+1i;��tn+1 j�j + X�02K� T��0�n+1��0 s;n+1i;��0 [ i(bn+1� )�  i(bn+1�0 )℄ +'n+1�;e;i + �n+1� �n+1i;� 'n+1�;s = 0; (6)PLi=1 s;n+1i;� = 1; (7)Conservation of basin sediments:if hn+1� � hn� 8><>: �hn+1i;� = s;n+1i;� (hn+1� � hn�);n+1i;� (�) = ni;�(�) for all � 2 (�1; hn�);n+1i;� (�) = s;n+1i;� for all � 2 (hn�; hn+1� ); (8)otherwise ( �hn+1i;� = R hn+1�hn� ni;�(�) d�;n+1i;� (�) = ni;�(�) for all � 2 (�1; hn+1� ); (9)Constraint: � (hn+1� �Hn+1� )(1 � �n+1� ) = 0;(hn+1� �Hn+1� ) � 0; (1� �n+1� ) � 0: (10)In (6)-(10), the following notations are used.1. hn+1� (resp. �n+1� , s;n+1i;� ) is the approximation of the sedimentsthikness h (resp. the ux limiter �, the surfae sediments onen-tration si in lithology i) at time tn+1 in �;
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12 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Masson2. the funtion ni;�, de�ned for � 2 (�1; hn�), is the approximation ofthe sediments onentration in lithology i in the olumn f(x; �)jx 2�; � 2 (�1; h(x; tn))g at time tn;3. bn� is the approximation of the bathymetry at time tn in �, de�nedby bn� := Hm(tn)� (hn� +H�(tn)) with H�(t) the approximation ofH at time t on �;4. s;n+1i;��0 (resp. �n+1��0 ) is the upstream weighted evaluation of the sur-fae sediments onentration in lithology i (resp. the ux limiter)at the edge � between the ells � and �0 with respet to the sign ofr i � n��0 : s;n+1i;��0 = ( s;n+1i;� if  i(bn+1� ) >  i(bn+1�0 );s;n+1i;�0 otherwise ;�n+1��0 = ( �n+1� if  i(bn+1� ) >  i(bn+1�0 );�n+1�0 otherwise :Let us point out that this upwinding is independent of the lithologyand only depends on the topography.5. 'n+1�;e;i and 'n+1�;s are approximations of the input ux in lithology iand the global output ux at the boundary of the ell �, de�nedby:'n+1�;e;i = Z���(tn;tn+1)\�e 'e;i d� dt; 'n+1�;s = Z���(tn;tn+1)\�s 's d� dt:6. Hn+1� is the exat solution at time tn+1 of the ordinary di�erentialequation ( dHdt = �E�(t);H(tn) = hn�;with E�(t) = 1j�j R�E(x; t) dx supposed to be of lass C1; Hn+1� alsosatis�es En+1� := hn��Hn+1��tn+1 � 0 and the onstraint on the erosionrate rewrites as hn+1� � Hn+1� ;7. �s;n+1i;� is the frational ow s;n+1i;�  0i(bn+1� )PLj=1 s;n+1j;�  0j(bn+1� ) .Let us note that, to obtain a fully disrete sheme, the initial on-dition 0i;�(�) is projeted on a pieewise onstant mesh for eah �in the diretion �. Then, the sheme (6){(10) generates a pieewise
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 13onstant approximation of ni;�(�) on eah ell � for all i = 1; : : : ; L,with time-dependent mesh sizes in the diretion �.In the disretization sheme (6){(10), the solution of the disreteonentrations n+1i;� is expliit and deoupled from the omputationof the other variables. Thus, we are left at eah time step with thesolution of a nonlinear system of (L + 2) � #K unknowns, i.e. thedisrete variables hn+1� , �n+1� and s;n+1i;� on eah ell � 2 K for all thelithologies i = 1; : : : ; L. In the sequel, we shall prove the existene ofstable solutions for this problem (setions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3).For the sake of simpliity, it is assumed in the remaining of thissetion that �t = �tn for all n � 1, although the results presentedreadily extend to variable time steps. For a given time T > 0, let N�tdenote the integer suh that tN�t < T � tN�t+1.The onvergene of this sheme towards a weak solution has beenproved in (Eymard and al, 2004b) in the ase of unitary di�usionoeÆients without onstraint on the erosion rate.3.1.2. Existene of stable solutionsIn this setion, we shall prove the existene of stable solutions, statedin Proposition 2, for the system (6){(10). The proof uses the Brouwer�xed point theorem (given in (Kavian, 1993) for example) and anexpliit omputation of the ux limiter for a given approximation ofthe sediments thikness and surfae onentrations variables stated inProposition 1.Let sediments thiknesses (hn+1� )�2K and non negative surfae on-entrations (s;n+1i;� )�2K; i=1;:::;L be given. Using the sum over the litholo-gies of the onservation equations (6) and equation (7), one an rewritethe sedimentation rate ashn+1� � hn��tn+1 j�j = � LXi=1 X�02K� T��0�n+1��0 s;n+1i;��0 [ i(bn+1� )�  i(bn+1�0 )℄��n+1� 'n+1�;s � LXi=1 'n+1�;e;i: (11)Proposition 1. The solution (�n+1� )�2K of the disrete unilateralityonstraint (10) for whih the sedimentation rate is given by (11) anbe omputed expliitly by indution over the ontrol volumes sorted bydereasing topographial order : it is given by( �n+1� = min�1; �n+1��n+1� � if �n+1� > 0;�n+1� = 1 if �n+1� = 0; (12)
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14 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Massonwith�n+1� = j�jEn+1� � LXi=1 'n+1�;e;i+ X�02K�;bn+1� �bn+1�0 T��0�n+1�0 h LXi=1 s;n+1i;�0 [ i(bn+1�0 )�  i(bn+1� )℄i;�n+1� = X�02K�;bn+1� <bn+1�0 T��0h LXi=1 s;n+1i;� [ i(bn+1� )�  i(bn+1�0 )℄i+ 'n+1�;s ; (13)
and satis�es �n+1� 2 [0; 1℄ for all � 2 K.Let us point out that, for a ell � suh that �n+1� = �n+1� = 0, thesolution �n+1� is arbitrary suh that �n+1� � 1 (arbitrarily �xed to onein (12)), but the uxes at the edges of the ells are in any ase de�nedin an unequivoal way.The existene of a solution to the system (6){(10) satisfying thephysial bounds for the ux limiter and the onentrations is statedin the following proposition. The proof uses the Brouwer �xed pointtheorem on a funtion de�ned using (12) having the solution of (6){(10)as �xed point (see (Gervais, 2004) for further details).Proposition 2. Let us assume that, for all t � 0 and i = 1; : : : ; L,H(:; t) 2 L1(
), and 'e;i, 's 2 L1(�
 � R�+ ). Let T > 0, �t > 0and (K;�int;P) be an admissible mesh of 
 in the sense of De�ni-tion 1. Then, for all n 2 f0; : : : ; N�tg, there exists at least a solution(hn+1� ; �n+1� ; s;n+11;� ; : : : ; s;n+1L;� )�2K and (n+11;� ; : : : ; n+1L;� )�2K to the set ofequations (6){(10) whih satis�es, for all � 2 K, n 2 N and i = 1; : : : ; L,8><>: �n+1� � 0;s;n+1i;� 2 [0; 1℄;n+1i;� (�) 2 [0; 1℄ for all � 2 (�1; hn+1� ): (14)3.1.3. Stability resultsIn this setion, we will prove some stability results for the disretevariables. Proposition 2 states the existene of at least one solutionfor problem (6){(10) satisfying the physial bounds for � and theonentrations. Under some additional assumptions, satis�ed in usualsimulations, one an prove that any solution veri�es these bounds.This result is stated in Proposition 3 and has already been provedin (Eymard and al, 2004). Proposition 4 states a stability result for thesediments thikness.
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 15Proposition 3. Let us assume that either ki(b) = k(b) for all i =1; : : : ; L, or 's = 0 on �s. Let (K;�int;P) be an admissible mesh of 
in the sense of De�nition 1. Then any solution of (6){(10) satis�es, forall � 2 K and n 2 N, �n+1� � 0;s;n+1i;� 2 [0; 1℄ 8 i = 1; : : : ; L;exept for the singular points (�; n+ 1) de�ned below. Furthermore,n+1i;� (�) 2 [0; 1℄ 8n 2 N; � 2 K; i = 1; : : : ; L and � 2 (�1; hn+1� ):The singular points (�; n+ 1) are the ones for whih the uxes at theedges of the ontrol volume � vanish and hn+1� = hn�. In suh ases, theonentrations s;n+1i;� ; i = 1; : : : ; L, an be hosen arbitrarily suh thattheir sum over the speies i is equal to one. If En+1� > 0, the ux limiter�n+1� is equal to one; and if En+1� = 0, it vanishes (for �n+1� = 0), or isarbitrary in the interval (�1; 1℄ (for �n+1� > 0).In the ase of homogeneous Neumann boundary onditions, thestability of the approximate sediments thikness in L1(0; T ;L2(
))norm is stated in Proposition 4. The proof, given in (Gervais, 2004),starts from the sum over i of the surfae onservation equations (6)and uses the positivity of the disrete onentrations and ux limiter,Young's inequality and the Gronwall Lemma (given in (Heywood andRannaker, 1990) for example).Proposition 4. Let us assume that H 2 L2(R+ ;H1(
)), h0 2 L2(
),'e = 's = 0 on �
 � R�+ . Let T > 0, (K;�int;P) be an admissiblemesh of 
 in the sense of De�nition 1, and (hp+1� )�2K; p2f0;:::;N�tg be asolution of (6){(10). For all n 2 f0; : : : ; N�tg, let us de�ne hn+1K 2 X(K)by hn+1K (x) = hn+1� for all x 2 �, � 2 K. Then, there exists C1 > 0only depending on 
, T , h0, H, and ki(b), i = 1; : : : ; L, suh thatjjhn+1K jjL2(
) � C1 for all n 2 f0; : : : ; N�tg.3.2. Semi-impliit sheme: deoupling of the flux limitervariableLet us now de�ne the semi-impliit �nite volume sheme for whih thesolution of the ux limiter variable � is deoupled at eah time stepfrom the omputation of the other unknowns. This sheme uses theproperty stated in Proposition 1.Using the same notations as in the previous setion, let us onsiderthe �nite volume disretization sheme de�ned on eah ontrol volume� 2 K between times tn and tn+1 by
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16 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Masson�hn+1i;��tn+1 j�j+ X�02K� T��0�n;n+1��0 s;n+1i;��0 [ i(bn+1� )�  i(bn+1�0 )℄+'n+1�;e;i + �n��n+1i;� 'n+1�;s = 0;with �n;n+1��0 = ( �n� if hn+1� +Hn+1� � hn+1�0 +Hn+1�0 ;�n�0 if hn+1� +Hn+1� < hn+1�0 +Hn+1�0 ; (15)
together with equations (7){(9), and the ux limiter �n+1� given by(12). At the �rst time step, the ux limiter �0� is omputed by (12)using the initial sediments thikness and an initialization of the surfaeonentrations that an be roughly derived from the input uxes andthe basin initial onentrations. It results that the semi-impliit shemeshould be preferably initialized using a small initial time step or thesolution of the fully impliit sheme at the �rst time step.The omputation of the unknowns n+1i;� and �n+1� , � 2 K, i =1; : : : ; L, is expliit and deoupled from the other variables. The onen-trations are determined using (8)-(9) and the ux limiters are omputedby indution over the ells sorted by dereasing topographial orderusing (12). At eah time step, we are left with the solution of a nonlinearsystem of size (L+ 1)�#K for the disrete variables hn+1� and s;n+1i;�on eah ell � 2 K for all the lithologies i = 1; : : : ; L.The existene of solutions for the fully impliit sheme (6){(10)stated in Proposition 2 readily extends to the semi-impliit sheme(15),(7)-(9),(12). The stability property stated in Proposition 4 for thesediments thikness variable is also valid, as well as the one stated inProposition 3 for the onentrations and the ux limiter variables (withthe positivity of � given by Proposition 1).Finally, let us point out that the solutions of the semi-impliit shemedo not neessarily satisfy the onstraint hn+1� � Hn+1� .4. Linear and nonlinear solvers4.1. Newton algorithmThe fully impliit sheme (6){(10) is solved at eah time step using aNewton algorithm adapted to the unilaterality onstraint introduedin (Eymard and al, 2000) for the blak-oil two phase Dary ow model.Let I = (I�)�2K 2 f0; 1g#K be a binary phase index where I� = 0orresponds to the di�usive transport (�� := 1, h� � H�) and I� = 1to the weather limited transport (�� < 1, h� := H�). Then, a Newton
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 17iteration is applied to the set of nonlinear equations (6), i = 1; : : : ; L,onsidered as funtions of the variables s = (si;�)i=1;:::;L; i6=e; �2K and avariable y = (y�)�2K de�ned byy� = � h� if I� = 0 (�� = 1);�� if I� = 1 (h� = H�); (16)to ompute the steps Æs and Æy. This de�nition of the y variable guar-antees at eah iteration that the produt (1 � ��)(h� �H�) vanishes.One the variables s and y have been inremented, the phase index Iis updated in order to satisfy the inequality onstraints 1��� � 0 andh� � H�, and the algorithm is iterated until suÆient redution of theresiduals of equations (6).The onentrations s;n+1e;� have been eliminated using equation (7).In the sequel, the subsript e will be taken equal to 1 to �x ideas. Thehoie of e does not hange the Newton onvergene but will be ruialfor the eÆieny of the linear solver presented in setion 4.3. It will bedisussed in paragraph 5.Finally, if the solution satis�es �� � 0 and si;� 2 [0; 1℄ for alli = 1; : : : ; L and � 2 K at onvergene (Proposition 3), this is notneessarily the ase of the Newton iterates and these onstraints aretherefore imposed : for all � 2 K, (si;�)i=1;:::;L (resp. ��) is projeted onf(di)i=1;:::;L 2 [0; 1℄L j PLi=1 di = 1g (resp. on R+) during the updatingstep. The omplete algorithm is detailed in (Eymard and al, 2004) and(Gervais, 2004).The Newton algorithm presented in this setion is also used to solvethe nonlinear system resulting from the disretization (15),(7)-(9),(12)with I set to zero and the ux limiter � �xed by (12).4.1.1. Initialization of the algorithmThe onvergene of the Newton algorithm an be very sensitive to theinitialization of the variables. Conerning the sediments thikness vari-able, taking h� = hn�+�hn��hn�1��tn ��tn+1 as initial value for the algorithmenables to use the information obtained at the previous time onerningthe erosion/sedimentation distribution in the basin. For the ux limiter�, we an either keep the distribution obtained at the previous timestep : I� = In� for all � 2 K, or impose I� to 0 and �� to one. Inthe sequel, we shall use the �rst initialization for �. Finally, the surfaeonentration variables are initialized to their previous time step values.
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18 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Masson4.1.2. Jaobian singularitiesThe jaobian of the Newton algorithm an be singular due to non-physial situations exluded at onvergene. Suh ases arise when allthe uxes at the boundary of a ell � are input or null uxes and (i)the ell is in erosion, or in addition (ii) the ell is in onstrained erosion(I� = 1). Then, due to the upstream evaluation of the ux limiter andthe surfae onentrations at the edges between two neighboring ells inthe disrete uxes, the olumns of the jaobian orresponding to (i) thevariables si;�, i 6= e, and (ii) in addition the variable ��, vanish. In thatases, the jaobian is modi�ed in suh a way that: (i) a sedimentationrate equal e.g. to 1�si is added to the onservation equation of the ell� for eah lithology i, and (ii) in addition the sum of the onservationequations in the ell � over the lithologies is replaed by the equationÆ�� = 1� ��.4.2. Smoothing of the diffusion oeffiientsThe numerial results presented in setion 5.2 point out the lak ofrobustness of the Newton algorithm, partly due to the jumps of thedi�usion oeÆients. In order to improve the onvergene, a smoothingof the di�usion oeÆients on an interval [��; �℄ has been introduedusing a linear interpolation in logarithmi sale (see �gure 3).ki(b) = 8>>><>>>: ki if b � ��;�kmiki � b2� (ki kmi ) 12 if � � < b < �;kmi if b � �: k
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i marineFigure 3. Smoothing of the di�usion oeÆients4.3. Linear iterative solvers with preonditioningThe results disussed in setion 5 show that the fully impliit sheme(6){(10) is the most satisfying aording to our objetives. However, ateah Newton iteration, a linear system needs to be solved, the size ofwhih inreases with the mesh re�nement and the number of lithologies.For a large number of unknowns, the solution of this system by adiret sparse solver beomes omputationally too expensive and lineariterative solvers must be used to fasten the simulations. The jaobian isnon-symmetri and ill-onditioned due to the jumps of the di�usion o-eÆients and the oupling of mixed paraboli and hyperboli variables.
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 19A robust, eÆient, and salable solution of the system by an iterativesolver requires the onstrution of a good preonditioner.In this paragraph, a preonditioning strategy adapted to our systemof PDEs is presented. It is based on an approximate deoupling of thevariables y and s, as well as a proper preonditioning of eah blok.Its eÆieny will be presented in setion 5.3 where it is ompared to aglobal preonditioner of ILU type and a sparse diret solver.In order to simplify the notations, the preonditioning strategy willbe presented in the ase of vanishing output boundary uxes whihorresponds to all pratial test ases. The adaptation to the ase ofnon vanishing output boundary uxes will be briey desribed at eahstep of the preonditioning strategy, if neessary.Let R = (Ri;�)i=1;:::;L;�2K be the residuals of equations (6) for alli = 1; : : : ; L and � 2 K onsidered as funtions of the variable y andthe surfae onentrations si , i = 1; : : : ; L. Then, the Newton iterationamounts to solve the systemJ �0BBB� ÆyÆs2...ÆsL 1CCCA = 0BBB� R1R2...RL 1CCCA with J = 0BBB� J1;y �J1;1 : : : �J1;1J2;y J2;2 0 0... 0 . . . 0JL;y 0 0 JL;L 1CCCA ;where the bloks Ji;y, Ji;i, and Ri, i, j 2 f1; : : : ; Lg, are de�ned for all �,�0 2 K by (Ji;y)��0 = �y�0Ri;�, (Ji;i)��0 = �si;�0Ri;�, and Ri;� = �Ri;�.4.3.1. Preonditioning strategyOur preonditioning strategy is based on three main ideas. The �rstone onsists in deoupling the y variable (sediments thikness / uxlimiter) from the surfae onentrations unknowns in the preonditionerby adapting to our problem the strategy used in (Behie and Vinsome,1982), (Edwards, 1998) and (Laroix and al, 2001) for the reservoirsimulation, and in (Sheihl and al, 2002) for the sedimentary basinsimulation. This deoupling is obtained by linear ombinations, for eahell �, of the onservation equations of the lithologies i = 1; : : : ; L. Itde�nes, so to speak, an equation for the mixture of lithologies designedto deouple as muh as possible the y and s variables. The preondi-tioner for the system is then obtained by a Blok Gauss Seidel sweepnegleting the left upper blok oupling the y and s variables. Notethat suh a deoupling step preserves the sparsity of the system.The seond idea is to sort the variables by dereasing topographialorder in the onentrations bloks Ji;i for i = 2; : : : ; L : thanks to theupwinding of the surfae onentrations in the disrete uxes, we get
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20 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Massonlower triangular bloks easily solved by a Gauss Seidel sweep. In thease of non vanishing output boundary uxes, the Gauss Seidel sweepis to be performed blokwise (of size L � 1) for the output boundaryells equations.The third idea is to use an algebrai multigrid V-yle to preondi-tion the h variable blok. Suh preonditioner is known to be eÆientand salable for salar equations of onvetion di�usion type and toeÆiently ope with large jumps of the di�usion oeÆients. The fully variable blok will be preonditioned using a Blok Gauss Seidelapproah, with an exat solution of the � blok by a Gauss Seidelsweep for the ells sorted in dereasing topographial order.4.3.2. DeouplingThis step replaes the onservation equation of lithology e on the ell �by a linear ombination of the onservation equations of the lithologiesin order to obtain a new equation depending as little as possible on thesurfae onentrations variables. Let g� be the line matrix of dimensionL de�ning this linear ombination. The hoie of g� is ruial for theeÆieny of the Blok Gauss Seidel preonditioner. In the sequel, thethree following de�nitions of g� have been onsidered.4.3.2.1. Sum of the onservation equations The �rst idea is to replaethe onservation equation of lithology e by the sum of the onservationequations of all the lithologies: g� = � 1 1 : : : 1 �. It leads to a massterm independent of the onentrations and to a ux term at the edgebetween two neighboring ells �, �0 equal to T��0���0 [( i(b�)� i(b�0))�( e(b�)� e(b�0))℄ whih vanishes for ki = ke and is expeted to be smallfor ki lose to ke.4.3.2.2. Weighted sum of the onservation equations The eÆienyof the previous deoupling deteriorates rapidly for inreasing ratiosbetween the di�usion oeÆients of the lithologies. A better idea israther to take the sum of the onservation equations of eah lithology iweighted by the ratios of the di�usion oeÆients k1(b�)=ki(b�): it leadsto a redution of the dependeny of the ux term on the onentrations.For the fully impliit sheme (6)-(10), one obtainsh LXi=1 k1(bn+1� )ki(bn+1� ) �hn+1i;��tn+1 ij�j+ X�02K� T��0�n+1��0 h LXi=1 s;n+1i;��0 k1(bn+1� )ki(bn+1� )[ i(bn+1� )� i(bn+1�0 )℄i+ LXi=1 k1(bn+1� )ki(bn+1� )'n+1�;e;i = 0
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 21whih results in ux terms independent of the onentrations exept inthe transition zone between marine and ontinental di�usion. Howeverthe mass term still depends on the onentrations in ase of sedimen-tation.4.3.2.3. Gaussian elimination To de�ne a ompromise between a de-oupling of the mass and ux terms, g� is omputed in order to anelthe oupling of the variables y and s within the ell �, leading tog� = � 1 (J1;1)��(J2;2)�� : : : (J1;1)��(JL;L)�� �. Note that (Ji;i)�� is non negative anddoes not vanish thanks to the orretion of the jaobian singularitiesdisussed in setion 4.1.2.In the ase of non vanishing output boundary uxes, the Gaussdeoupling is modi�ed for the output boundary ells �. In suh a ase,the bloks of the L onservation equations on the ell � are multipliedby the inverse of the diagonal blok of size L within the ell �.Let eJ = 0BBBB� eJ1;y eJ1;2 : : : eJ1;LJ2;y J2;2 0 0... 0 . . . 0JL;y 0 0 JL;L 1CCCCA ;denote the jaobian after the deoupling step, then the Blok GaussSeidel preonditioner of eJ writesC�1 = 0BBB� C1;y 0 : : : 0J2;y J2;2 0 0... 0 . . . 0JL;y 0 0 JL;L 1CCCA�1 ;where the hoie of the preonditioner C�11;y is disussed in the nextsubsetion.4.3.3. Blok preonditioner C�11;yThe hoie of the preonditioner C�11;y of the blok eJ1;y whih onen-trates the sti�ness of the linear system is ruial for the eÆieny ofthe iterative solver. In the following, we will ompare an exat inversionC�11;y = eJ�11;y of the linear system using a sparse diret solver, an inom-plete fatorization ILU(0), and an algebrai multigrid preonditioner(AMG).As opposed to the �rst two hoies, AMG preonditioners are knownto ahieve salability for onvetion di�usion operator with large jumpsof the di�usion oeÆients. However they annot apply diretly to the
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22 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Massonsystem eJ�11;y oupling the h and � variables of mixed paraboli andhyperboli types. In the numerial test the AMG V-yles applied tothe blok eJ1;y does not onverge due to the non diagonal dominaneof the lines for whih I� = 1 (i.e. y� = ��). This is why the AMGpreonditioner will only be applied to the h variable. Let us onsiderthe partition Kh = f� 2 K =I� = 0g, K� = f� 2 K =I� = 1g of the setof ells K, and let  eJh;h eJh;�eJ�;h eJ�;� ! (17)denote the orresponding blok representation of the system eJ1;y. Theoupling of the h and � variables only arises at the interfae betweenonstrained and unonstrained ells. Hene the blok eJh;� will be ne-gleted in the preonditioner, leading to the following Blok GaussSeidel preonditioner of eJ1;yC�11;y =  Ch;h 0eJ�;h eJ�;� !�1 ; (18)for whih the inversion of the eJ�;� system is ahieved by a Gauss Seidelsweep for the ells sorted in dereasing topographial order, and thepreonditioner C�1h;h is one V-yle of an AMG solver. More preisely,we shall use in the numerial tests the AMG ode AMG1R5 (release 1.5,1990) (Ruge and St�uben, 1986).5. Numerial results5.1. Test asesThe ode omputing the solution of the fully impliit sheme (6){(10)and the semi-impliit sheme (15),(7)-(9),(12) has been applied to realdata sets. In this artile, we will onsider the two following ases.5.1.1. Paris basin test aseThe �rst test ase uses input data orresponding to the Paris basin(Frane) for base level, sea level and sediment supply, de�ned using(M�egien and al, 1980), (Guilloheau, 2000) and (Gon�alv�es, 2002). Thesimulated zone is 500 km long by 400 km large, �lled with two litholo-gies (sand and shale). The simulation is performed over 40 My. Theinitial onentrations are 01 = 02 = 0:5, the maximum erosion rate istaken equal to 3 m/My and the di�usion oeÆients to k1 = 105m2=y,km1 = 104m2=y, k2 = 2:106m2=y and km2 = 4:104m2=y.
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 23Figure 4 exhibits the initial and �nal topographies in the basin aswell as the �nal sand onentration.
(a) Initial topography and input uxes (b) Final topography

() Final sand onentration (d) Final sand onentration (ut)Figure 4. Paris test ase : initial and �nal topographies, and �nal sand onentrationin the basin.5.1.2. Rift basin test aseThe basin domain 
 is a square of length 180 km, with no eustatisvariations and no base level displaement. Figure 5 exhibits the initialtopography as well as the �nal topography after a simulation time spanof 3 My. The Rift basin has �ve sediments input uxes at its boundary,it is �lled with two lithologies (sand and shale) of di�usion oeÆientsk1; = k2; = 7570 m2=y, k1;m = 4425 m2=y, k2;m = 44250 m2=y. Themaximum erosion rate is �xed to E = 100 m=My, and the initial basinonentrations are 01 = 02 = 0:5.For both test ases, the mesh is a uniform Cartesian grid of size �x,and the maximum time step is denoted by �t. The time step is restartedwith a twie smaller value in ase of non onvergene of the Newtonalgorithm after 35 iterations, with a onvergene stopping riterion�xed to 10�6 for the relative l2 norm of the onservation equationsresiduals. On the ontrary, the next time step is inreased by a fator1.2 in the limit of the maximum time step �t. For the semi-impliitsheme, the simulation is initialized with a time step equal to �t=10
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24 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Masson
Figure 5. Initial (left) and �nal (right) topographies of the Rift basin.while it is started with the time step �t for the fully impliit sheme.In the following tests, the Blok Gauss Seidel preonditioners of eJwill be denoted by BGSLU for C�11;y = eJ�11;y , BGSILU for C�11;y givenby the ILU(0) inomplete fatorization of eJ1;y, and BGSAMG for C�11;yde�ned by (18).These blok preonditioners will be ompared to a diret sparsesolver from the PETS library of the Argonne National Laboratory, IL(Balay and al, 2001), denoted by DIRECT, and to the ILU(0) inom-plete fatorization of eJ denoted by ILU. They will also be omparedto the semi-impliit sheme with the BGSAMG solver, denoted byBGSAMG-SI.The stopping riterion for the iterative solvers is �xed to 10�6 forthe relative residual in l2 norm. Inexat Newton approahes have alsobeen tested with no improvement in terms of CPU times, hene theywill not be presented in the following.The iterative solver is GMRES (Saad and Shultz, 1986) with amaximum Krylov subspae dimension �xed at 100. All the tests areperformed on a PC DELL M60 1.3 Mhz with LINUX operating system.5.2. Newton algorithmTable I exhibits for the Paris test ase, the fully impliit sheme andthe semi-impliit sheme, the performane of the Newton algorithm fordi�erent values of the mesh size �x and the smoothing parameter �.The lak of robustness of the Newton algorithm for the fully impliitsheme is due to the ombination of severe nonlinearities indued bythe transitions between the sediments transport laws in the basin :unonstrained di�usion (� = 1) / onstrained erosion (�th = �E),sedimentation / erosion, and ontinental di�usion / marine di�usion.The smoothing of the di�usion oeÆients onsiderably improvesthe onvergene for �ne grids. This smoothing has to be determined foreah test ase to obtain a good ompromise between an improvement
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 25of the Newton onvergene and a physially admissible basin pro�le atthe shoreline. To ahieve this, � is hosen adaptatively proportional tothe maximum slope at the shoreline� =  diameter(
) max�j�02�int; b�b�0<0 jb� � b�0 jd(�; �0) ;omputed at the previous time step.The results of table I exhibit a muh better and salable onvergeneof the Newton algorithm for the semi-impliit sheme, whih on�rmsthe ruial role of the nonlinearity indued by the unilaterality on-straint on the lak of robustness of the Newton algorithm for the fullyimpliit sheme.However, the solution of the semi-impliit sheme is not aurateat the transition between a onstrained ontinental erosion and anunonstrained marine erosion due to the omputation of the produt�nki(bn+1) with � and ki taken at di�erent time steps. This results inosillations of the topography at the shoreline of amplitude dereasingwith the time step. To improve the solution, one ould ompute the uxlimiter �n+1 using the sea and base levels at time tn+2 rather than tn+1 :the solution is more aurate but the Newton onvergene deteriorates.A better solution in term of Newton onvergene is to take both theux limiter � and the di�usion oeÆients ki(b) expliit in time, butin that ase, an aurate solution requires very small time steps due tothe large jumps of the marine and ontinental di�usion oeÆients.Table I. Total number of Newton iterations and average number ofNewton iterations per time step for di�erent values of the smooth-ing parameter �, the fully impliit and the semi-impliit shemes,with the BGSAMG solver, e = 2, and the Gauss deoupling. Parisbasin test ase with �t = 0:1 My.sheme �x (km) �= 5 m �= 10 m �= 20 m10 2410/5.9 2150/5.3 2030/5.1fully impliit 5 3860/9.1 3320/8.1 3040/7.62.5 8640/17.6 7360/16.1 5910/13.910 1467/3.6 1346/3.3 1308/3.2semi-impliit 5 1532/3.75 1423/3.5 1386/3.42.5 1595/3.9 1487/3.6 1447/3.5
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26 V�eronique Gervais and Roland Masson5.3. Linear iterative solvers5.3.1. Deoupling, hoie of the lithology e, and Ji;i preonditionerTable II exhibits, on the Rift basin test ase, the inuene of eah of thethree deoupling methods of subsetion 4.3.2, as well as the inueneof the hoie of the eliminated lithology e, on the performane of thelinear solver BGSLU. We onlude that the Gauss deoupling methodis the most eÆient, and that e = 2 is the best hoie whih orrespondsto the most di�usive lithology.Table III ompares four blok preonditioning strategies with in allases an exat solve of the eJ1;y blok. The �rst one (Blok Gauss Seidel)is de�ned by (4.3.2.3), the seond one (Point Gauss Seidel) uses a GaussSeidel sweep preonditioning in the ell original order rather than anexat solve of the bloks Ji;i in (4.3.2.3). The third one (Blok Jaobi)uses a Blok Jaobi preonditioner (Ji;y set to zero in (4.3.2.3)), and thefourth one (Point Jaobi) uses in addition a diagonal preonditioningof the bloks Ji;i rather than an exat solve.The results on the Rift basin test ase illustrate that it is essentialto solve aurately the onentration bloks Ji;i, i = 2; : : : ; L, and touse a Blok Gauss Seidel rather than a Blok Jaobi preonditioner, toobtain a good onvergene of the iterative solver.The same onlusions hold for the Paris basin test ase, and forall the numerial experiments that have been arried out on varioustest ases. Hene, the following experiments will be performed with ehosen as the most di�usive lithology (well de�ned sine in all aseskmi ; i = 1; : : : ; L, and ki ; i = 1; : : : ; L have the same ordering), with theGauss deoupling, and the Blok Gauss Seidel preonditioner (4.3.2.3).Table II. Inuene of the deoupling g� and the hoie of e on the numberof GMRES iterations and on the simulation time with the BGSLU preon-ditioner. Rift basin test ase with �x = 2:5 km, �t = 0:03 My, � = 10m.Deoupl. 4.3.2.1 Deoupl. 4.3.2.2 Deoupl. 4.3.2.3 Deoupl. 4.3.2.3e = 2 e = 2 e = 2 e = 121.9 it. 18.8 it. 9.3 it. 17.6 it.177 s 160 s 111 s 154 s
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 27Table III. Number of GMRES iterations and simulation time for the BGSpreonditioner with e = 2, the Gauss deoupling, C�11;y = eJ�11;y , and di�erenthoies of the preonditioning of the other bloks. Rift basin test ase with�x = 2:5 km, �t = 0:03 My, � = 10 m.Point Jaobi Point Gauss Seidel Blok Jaobi Blok Gauss Seidel84 it. 53 it. 19.5 it. 9.3 it.571 s 383 s 156 s 111 s5.3.2. Comparison and salability of the preonditionersTables IV, V, and �gures 6, 7 ompare the eÆieny and salability ofthe various solvers for the Paris and Rift basins test ases. We onludethat it is essential to have a very good preonditioning of the eJ1;yblok whih is very ill onditioned due to its paraboli nature andthe large jumps of the di�usion oeÆients. The ILU(0) inompletefatorization preonditioner is not at all robust and salable neither onthe full system nor on the eJ1;y blok. For the Paris basin test ase, itis even muh worse than the diret solver on the �ne grid.In terms of GMRES iterations, the BGSLU preonditioner is themost eÆient and exhibits a very good salability. However, espeiallyfor �ne grids, the BGSAMG preonditioner is learly more eÆient andsalable in CPU time despite a small loss in terms of GMRES iterations.All together this is the best preonditioner for the fully impliit sheme.The BGSAMG solver performs even better for the semi-impliitsheme (BGSAMG-IS), due to the fat that the AMG solver applies inthat ase to the full blok eJ1;y = eJh;h.Table VI illustrates the very good salability of the preonditionersBGSLU and BGSAMG for the Rift test ase, with respet to the ratiosof the di�usion oeÆients r2;1 = k2;k1; = k2;mk1;m , as well as rm; = k1;mk1; =k2;mk2; . These results also on�rm that the BGSAMG solver is, in mostases, the most eÆient solver in terms of CPU time.Table IV. Number of GMRES iterations per Newton/total simulation time in seonds,for the various solvers. Paris basin test ase with � = 20 m, and �t = 0:1 My.�x (km) Diret ILU BGSILU BGSLU BGSAMGBGSAMG-SI10 1/132 31/124 42/139 11.6/83 15.4/62 12/525 1/1133 66/1700 83/2250 13.5/790 20/530 12.6/2592.5 1/18450 142/51800 199/85020 16/9110 27/5925 13.2/1226
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Figure 6. CPU time per Newton (left), and CPU time of the simulation (right).Paris basin test ase with � = 20 m, and �t = 0:1 My.Table V. Number of GMRES iterations per Newton/total simulation time in seonds,for the various solvers. Rift basin test ase with � = 10 m, and �t = 0:03 My.�x (km) Diret ILU BGSILU BGSLU BGSAMG BGSAMG-SI5 1/25 28/23 32/20.5 9.1/14 12.3/14.4 11/122.5 1/190 55/230 57/237 9.3/111 14.2/98 12/651.25 1/5405 105/3840 103/3630 9.23/1770 16.8/750 12.5/415
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Figure 7. CPU time per Newton (left), and CPU time of the simulation (right) forthe various solvers. Rift basin test ase with � = 10 m, and �t = 0:03 My.
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Numerial Simulation of a Stratigraphi Model 29Table VI. Number of GMRES iterations per Newton and to-tal simulation time in seonds for the BGSLU and BGSAMGsolvers and the following values of the di�usion oeÆients: left:k1; = 7570 m2=y, k1;m = 4425 m2=y, and k2; = r2;1 k1;,k2;m = r2;1 k1;m, and right: k1; = 7570 m2=y, k2; = 75700m2=y, and k1;m = rm; k1;, k2;m = rm; k2;. Rift basin test asewith �x = 2:5 km, �t = 0:03 Ma, and � = 10 m.r2;1 BGSLU BGSAMG rm; BGSLU BGSAMG100 12.5/157 20.4/151 100 12.6/403 20.4/33710 9.2/112 14.2/100 10 10.9/179 15.9/1301 1/49 8.8/53 1 9.3/108 14.4/950.1 9.5/81 11.6/67 0.1 9.0/85 12.4/740.01 12.8/87 13.8/69 0.01 10.8/88 13.3/77
6. ConlusionThis artile has presented numerial algorithms to simulate a multi-lithology stratigraphi model used in oil exploration for the in�ll ofsedimentary basins at large sales in spae and time, governed by theinteration between tetonis displaements, eustatis variations, sedi-ments supply and sediments transport laws. These algorithms, rangingfrom time and spae disretizations, nonlinear and linear preondi-tioned iterative solvers, result in a simulation ode whih preserves thephysial bounds of the model, aptures aurately the main nonlineartransitions between the di�erent transport laws within the basin, andhas good salability properties with respet to the size of the mesh andthe jumps of the di�usion oeÆients.AknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank Didier Granjeon from the Geologydepartment of the Institut Fran�ais du P�etrole for numerous disussionson the model and for providing the real basin test ases, as well asSylvie Wolf from the applied mathematis department of IFP, Pro-fessors Thierry Gallou�et from the Universit�e de Provene and RobertEymard from the Universit�e de Marne la Vall�ee for fruitful disussionsand omments during the elaboration of this work.
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